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5th FL English QP 2

1. [ wall, way, tree, fair, fall, air, art, free, part, say ]
 The two sets of rhyming words in the given set of words are

 A)    tree - free B)   wall - fall
        part - fall    art - part  

 C)    free - tree D)   fair - air
  way - air    art - wall

 Answer :  _______________

2. We  bought _________ necklace from ________ shop beside our house.
 Fill in the blank with suitable articles.

 A)  an, the B) a, an
 C)  an, a D) a, the

 Answer :  _______________

3. The plural form of the word ‘branch’ is _________________

 A)  branches B) branchs
 C)  branch D) branchies

 Answer :  _______________

4. Shankar visits the Science lab.
 The verb in the given sentence is 

 A)  Shankar B) Science
 C)  visits D) lab

 Answer :  _______________

I Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions/incomplete 
statements. Choose the correct alternative and write the complete answer along 
with the correct option for question numbers 1 to 10.                            10 x 1 = 10
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5. The bus leaves _____________ 8 AM.

 Fill in the blank with the suitable preposition. 

 A)  on B) in

 C)  with D) at

 Answer :  _______________

6. They ____________ (keep) their pet animals in a separate place. 
 Choose the correct past form of the verb given in the brackets.

 A)  keeping B) keep

 C)  kept D) keeps

 Answer :  _______________

7. The correct noun form of the word ‘admire’ is ______________

 A)  admires B) admiration

 C)  admired D) admire

 Answer :  _______________

8. Write the suitable homophones related to the given pictures.

 A)  hair - hare B) hare - here

 C)  hair - here D) hare - hair

 Answer :  _______________
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9. The colour of a fresh leaf is _________________

 A)  black B) white

 C)  blue D) green

 Answer :  _______________

10. To move from one country to another country to reside there.

 The right word that means so is

 A)  emigrate B) migrate

 C)  relocate D) resettle

 Answer :  _______________

II   Answer the following questions from 11 to 23 in the space 
provided.  

    

11. Write the missing letters with the help of the given clue.   1 Mark

 A building where soldiers live.

B R A K

12. They is seated with the other guests.              1 Mark
 Correct the error in the given sentence and rewrite it.

 Answer : ____________________________________________________________

13. Write the other degrees of comparison for the following word.
  1 Mark

Positive degree Comparative degree Superlative degree

bold
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14. Read the given rhyme            1 Mark

	 Put	a	finger	on	your	cheek,	
 Then put it on your nose, 
	 Turn	your	finger	round	and	round
 And point them to your toes.

 The frequently repeated word in the rhyme is

 Answer: ___________________________________________________________

 
15. Frame meaningful sentences of your own using the given words.
 2 Marks
 a) party

 Answer: ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 b) complete

 Answer: ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

16. Re-arrange the jumbled words to form a meaningful sentence. 
  2 Mark
 a) car / father / purchased / a / my / new.

 Answer: ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 b) more / popular / cricket is / hockey / than

 Answer: ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________
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17. Make four words from the given word.        2 Mark
 DISTINGUISH

 Answer: ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

18. Choose the suitable nouns for the following adjectives given in the 
bracket.          2 Marks

 [ street, fruit, power, noise, juice, light ]

 Example : bright   light            

                 busy     ____________

                      loud     _____________

19. Draw the picture of your favourite vehicle, colour it and write 3-4 
sentences about it.          3 Marks

 Answer: ____________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________
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20. Read the given poem and answer the following questions in a word/ 
phrase / sentence each:           3 Marks

  Its	crowded	with	traffic,	and	feet	
  There are buses and motors, and trams,
  I wish there were meadows and lambs. 
  The houses all wait in a row, 
  There is smoke everywhere that I go. 
  I don’t like the noises I hear, 
  I wish there were woods very near. 
  There is only one thing that I love, 
  And that is the sky far above. 
  There is plenty of room in the blue, 
  For castles of clouds and me too!

 A) What does the child not like?

 Answer: ____________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 B) Why does the child like the sky ?

 Answer: ____________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 C) Identify the word that gives the meaning ‘more’ in the given 
poem.

 Answer: ____________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________
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21. Read the given passage and answer the following questions in a 
sentence each.           4 Marks

 It’s a rainy day at my house. It’s so rainy and windy. The pretty falling 
leaves	are	flying	in	my	yard.	They	are	beautiful.	They	are	orange,	red,	
brown, and gold. They are falling off the trees in my yard. I like to watch 
the	leaves	fly.	The	rain	and	wind	make	the	leaves	come	off	the	trees.	
Soon the leaves will be all on the ground. I can help my mom and dad 
rake them up. I like this time of the year.

 A) Where was the boy while watching the leaves ?

 Answer : ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 B) What coloured leaves did the boy see ?

 Answer : ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 C) How can the boy help his mom and dad ?

 Answer : ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 D) Why did the leaves fall off the tree ?

 Answer : ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________
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22. Write 4-5 sentences you like about your friend.   4 Marks

 Answer : ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________
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23. Write a meaningful story with the help of the pictures and clues 
given.               4 Marks

 Clues: The crow - piece of bread - sitting - branch of tree - fox - saw 
bread - praised crow - sing melodiously - crow sang - bread fell - fox 
grabbed - ran away.

 

 

 

 Answer : ___________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________
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 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________
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